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WORDLINK

Languages used in the test

Online dictionary used in the test
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7 9 8 25 71 2,84

7 16 2 25 80 3,20

7 8 4 5 1 25 90 3,60

7 22 29 15 1 75 241 3,21

Why the Greek language is so down at list of languages?

Number of trainees

Too enconvenient. It is quicker to use a normal paper dictionary.

How likely are you to use Wordlink in the future? 

How useful is the Wordlink software to language learning?

How do you rate the ease of use of the Wordlink online software?

English

1= not very easy / useful / likely     
5= very  easy / useful / likely        

It's very useful for us because we have a lot of terms to learn

The main problem is that you can't see the text page and the dictionary page at the same time and you loose the meaning by the time you go back.

It is too long, because when I look up the meaning of a word I have to go back to the previous pages to see the text again. It would be better if the 
dictionary opened in a small popup window.

It is not clear how to select the target language.

Sensagent, in.gr

It's inconvenient to have to return to the text page every time. There are problems with the words that already were links in the original site: it is impossible 
to translate them, because you will be sent to another webpage.

STUDENTS' COMMENTS

You have to open too many pages, and some words are not linked to the dictionary.
It is useful when working on professional texts (to learn specific words), but not to learn a new language.
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It is not difficult to use but it's slow and inconvenient.


